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The literature on candidate gene associations is full of
reports that have not stood up to rigorous replication. This
is the case both for straightforward main effects and for
candidate gene-by-environment interactions (Duncan and
Keller 2011). As a result, the psychiatric and behavior
genetics literature has become confusing and it now seems
likely that many of the published findings of the last decade
are wrong or misleading and have not contributed to real
advances in knowledge. The reasons for this are complex,
but include the likelihood that effect sizes of individual
polymorphisms are small, that studies have therefore been
underpowered, and that multiple hypotheses and methods
of analysis have been explored; these conditions will result
in an unacceptably high proportion of false findings
(Ioannidis 2005).
Because of this, the Editor and Editorial Board have
increasingly erred on the side of caution in considering
candidate gene association studies of complex traits. To
avoid publishing findings that will not replicate, we recommend that authors conduct a direct replication analysis
(Sullivan 2007), prior to publication, such that the same
predictor(s), outcome variable, and statistical model are
tested in an independent sample. Such replication does not
guarantee that the result is correct as there are still many
ways to obtain and replicate an artifactual result, but it does
reduce the probability that the original finding was due to
chance (a Type-I error) or to biases of other kinds that are
more difficult to quantify. Direct replication should be a
minimum requirement for candidate gene association
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studies of complex traits, especially when reporting complex interaction effects based on novel phenotypes and
groupings. Of course, we understand that this has not been
done routinely—sometimes it is not practical—and so
authors have preferred to publish the initial paper without
such replication. We also recognize that there are historical
examples where early failures to replicate were themselves
misleading because of heterogeneity or poor methodology.
However, for a candidate gene or candidate gene-byenvironment interaction study of a complex trait to be
considered for publication in Behavior Genetics it should
usually have one or more of the following characteristics:
•

•

•

•

It is a rigorously conducted, adequately powered, direct
replication study of a previously reported result; for
well conducted replication studies, there is no editorial
preference in Behavior Genetics for or against null,
positive, or contradictory findings.
It was an exploratory study or test of a novel
hypothesis, but with an adequately powered, direct
replication study reported in the same paper.
It was an exploratory analysis or test of a novel
hypothesis in the context of an adequately powered
study, and the finding meets the statistical criteria for
genome wide significance taking into account all
sources of multiple testing (e.g. phenotypes, genotypes,
environments, covariates, subgroups).
It is a meta-analysis of several or many studies
addressing the same genetic variant and/or environmental variable and the same behavioral outcome.

We also recommend that authors follow the STREGA
reporting guidelines (Little et al. 2009), paying particular
attention to appropriate corrections to significance criteria
for multiple testing and to disclosure of all analyses conducted with the same data sets.
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We hope that by adopting these recommendations,
Behavior Genetics will continue to publish papers that
advance our knowledge and understanding of genetics and
behavior.
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